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When Takao Kitabata stood in front of 130 businessmen in January to talk about the changing 
environment facing Japanese companies, he could hardly have imagined the uproar his words 
would provoke. 
 
As the top bureaucrat at the ministry of economy, trade and industry, Mr Kitabata was 
presenting his thoughts on the need for Japanese companies to adjust to far-reaching changes 
in the global economy. But his comments that companies should be able to choose their 
shareholders – a breed he described as “fickle, irresponsible and greedy” – are still 
reverberating in investment circles and raising concerns about a shift towards insularity and 
protectionism in Japan. 
 
Coming in the wake of a series of moves by both government and private sector that seemed 
designed to discourage foreign investment, Mr Kitabata’s apparent contempt for shareholders 
confirmed what many had suspected – that Japan does not welcome foreign investors and 
their brash capitalist ways. “His comments made [foreign investors] ask: ‘Do I want to be 
here?’ It just pushed people over the edge who were already near the edge,” says the director 
of a European hedge fund, adding that the remarks contributed to a record one-day fall in the 
Tokyo stock market. 
 
Japan has often been accused of protectionism. In the 17th century, the country virtually 
closed its doors to foreigners, allowing only limited contact with Dutch traders. It was not until 
a show of force in 1853, when US Commodore Matthew Perry arrived in Tokyo Bay with his 
Black Ships, that Japan opened up to embrace the world beyond its shores. 
 
In the early years of Japan’s modernisation, the government jealously guarded industries that 
it considered critical to economic development, including steel, autos and petrochemicals. 
Although it signed the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in 1955, as recently as the 
1980s and 1990s Japan was frequently locked in battle with trade partners over market access 
for products ranging from US oranges to insurance policies. 
 
But as foreign ownership of companies listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange has risen to a 
record 28 per cent, the so-called “iron triangle” of politicians, bureaucrats and industrialists 
once again appears determined to “protect Japan from evil foreign forces”, as one western 
banker parodies it. “Japan has the protectionist mentality on steroids,” he says. 
 



Allan Smith, president of the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan, puts it less bluntly: 
“There have been a couple of incidents that have raised concerns about Japan becoming more 
protectionist.”  
 
In recent months, the ministry of land, infrastructure and transport has raised the protectionist 
flag by calling for restrictions on foreign ownership of Japanese airports. The plan comes in the 
wake of a purchase by Macquarie, the Australian bank, of nearly 20 per cent in a publicly listed 
company that owns the terminal building at Tokyo’s Haneda airport. 
 
Critics argue that the move is unnecessary, since the government still owns the runways and 
other key infrastructure and there are other ways to protect national security. But the ministry 
says that “there are concerns that foreign investors may not act in accordance with 
government policy when there is a crisis and may not invest sufficiently in infrastructure”.  
 
Last year, the government expanded its 
list of sectors in which foreign 
investment of over 10 per cent in a 
company must be sanctioned by the 
regulator on grounds of national 
security. The trade ministry recently 
extended its review of an application by 
The Children’s Investment Fund, a UK-
based hedge fund, to increase its stake 
in J-Power, an electricity wholesaler. The 
move prompted suggestions that the 
government is seeking grounds to reject 
TCI’s application. 
 
 
Meanwhile, Japanese companies have 
been busy building up their defences 
against foreign incursions. More than 
400 listed companies have adopted 
poison pill takeover defence measures, 
which, if exercised, would dilute the 
stake of any unwanted bidder. 
 
Cross-shareholdings aimed at creating a 
bulwark against hostile bids are also 
increasing between companies and their 
banks and business partners. The trend 
is seen as a step backwards, since 
cross-shareholdings among the big 
keiretsu industrial groupings had 
recently declined significantly. 
 
Nippon Steel, which has made no secret of its fear of being taken over by ArcelorMittal, has 
gone one step further in protecting itself against a potential bid by the world’s largest 
steelmaker by enlisting 100 of its business partners to join a “share ownership club” that will 
buy its stock in the market every month. 
 
Such protectionist moves sit uncomfortably with the government’s commitment to double the 
ratio of foreign direct investment to gross domestic product to 5 per cent by 2010. The efforts 
of Japan Inc to raise its defences also seem hypocritical, coming as they do at a time when 
takeover activity by Japanese companies abroad is on the rise. Some have even been willing to 
go hostile, as witnessed by Fujitsu’s failed bid for a French application services vendor last 
year and Sumitomo Heavy Industry’s unsolicited offer for Axcelis Technologies of the US last 
month. 
 



But back home, the activities of companies and the regulators have worried foreign investors. 
“The wagons continue to be circled,” says Nick Benes, the president of JTP, a consultancy. 
 
At a recent meeting sponsored by a private sector think-tank, for example, some members 
proposed changing the company code to allow boards of directors unilaterally to strip voting 
rights from any shareholder with a stake of above 20 per cent. 
 
To be sure, Japanese business is less of a fortress than it used to be and there are plenty of 
examples of Japanese companies owned by foreigners. Nikko Cordial, Japan’s third-largest 
stockbroker, is now owned by Citigroup, while two of its largest carmakers, Nissan and Mazda, 
are controlled by Renault and Ford respectively. 
 
Foreign shareholders collectively own large chunks of some of Japan’s most competitive 
companies, including Nintendo, the video games maker, and Fanuc, the robotics company, 
both of which have a foreign ownership ratio of 46 per cent. 
 
What has triggered concern in government circles and near-panic in corporate boardrooms is 
the growing presence of unfamiliar foreign names on shareholder registers at a time when the 
sharp drop in Japanese share prices since the early 1990s has made it much easier to gain 
control of Japanese companies. 
 
Many of these investors are foreign funds that most managements fear are out to make short-
term gains at the expense of companies’ long-term fortunes. For example, Steel Partners, a US 
hedge fund, has acquired large stakes in familiar brands ranging from Aderans, a wig maker, 
to Sapporo Beer. TCI is locked in battle over management policy with J-Power, in which it 
owns 9.9 per cent. 
 
The knee-jerk reaction of Japanese managements has been to resort to anti-takeover defence 
measures and dig in their heels. This is in part because “Japanese management doesn’t trust 
shareholders”, says Takaaki Wakasugi, a faculty adviser at the University of Michigan’s Ross 
School of Business. “There is a strong view that it is a mistake to listen to shareholders and 
that company management knows best what is good for the company”, says Naoki Kamiyama, 
Japan equity strategist at Morgan Stanley in Tokyo. Because of Japan’s tremendous success in 
the past, “that mindset is difficult to change”, he says. 
 
As if activist investors were not bad enough, Japanese companies face the prospect of finding 
sovereign wealth funds and other investors from emerging economies among their large 
shareholders. “Japanese businesses realise that you’ve got companies that are growing 
increasingly strong, from countries with huge demand for resources, technology and access to 
brands, which a Japanese company could give them. They fear they are vulnerable to an 
opportunistic takeover,” says Marc Goldstein, representative director at Riskmetrics, the 
shareholder services group, in Tokyo. 
 
“They’re afraid somebody is going to swoop in and take their company apart and treat it not as 
a social entity but as an asset and sell it off,” says Scott Callon, chief executive officer of Ichigo 
Asset Management. 
 
That fear is palpable in the reaction of Japanese steelmakers and the regulator to Mittal’s 
takeover of Arcelor last year. Nippon Steel, JFE and others promptly adopted poison pills and 
increased cross-shareholdings in each other, while Mr Kitabata at the trade and industry 
ministry duly pronounced that the government would protect the steel industry at all costs. 
 
Critics say such protectionist sentiment reflects an irrational fear. Mr Wakasugi likens the 
Japanese fear of foreign ownership to the mood after the second world war, when rumours 
swirled that the landing of US soldiers would result in mass rape and murder. Many Japanese 
managers are simply gripped by a fear of the unknown, he says. 
 
Attempts by the business establishment to stop the liberalisation of triangular mergers is a 
case in point. Since last year such mergers – in which a company sets up a subsidiary to take 



over a target using shares rather than cash – can conceivably be used by foreign as well as 
domestic bidders.  
 
But foreign observers say the scheme was made excessively difficult to use after lobbying by 
the business establishment, which was concerned that liberalising triangular mergers for 
foreign companies would unleash a wave of hostile takeovers – even though such mergers 
require the consent of the target’s board. “Why do they feel so threatened, is the question I 
would ask,” says Mr Smith. 
 
Publicly, bureaucrats and business leaders strongly deny that protectionism is on the rise. “We 
are not against foreign investment. We will not discriminate against capital by nationality,” 
says Hiroaki Niihara, director of the corporate systems division at the ministry of economy, 
trade and industry. “Every day, we process many applications from companies [wanting to 
invest in regulated sectors] and we have not rejected a single application so far,” he says. 
 
Keidanren, the powerful business lobby, is also at pains to counter criticism that Japanese 
business is anti-foreigner. “I think it is a misperception that Japan is protectionist,” says 
Masakazu Kubota, managing director of Keidanren. “But Japan is a country where it takes time 
to do things. So it is not that Japan is protectionist but that it is more open to investors who 
take the long-term approach. The Japanese market takes a harsh view of anyone who comes 
in for a quick profit. That is not specific to foreign capital.”  
 
 
Nevertheless, while the latest wave of protectionism may not be the product of xenophobia, it 
clearly reflects a backlash against foreign investors and the forces of market capitalism they 
are bringing to Japan. “There is a fierce debate under way in Japan about the direction the 
country should go in,” says Garry Evans, strategist at HSBC. “Should it become a more US-
style capitalist economy...or should it put up the barricades, block foreign investment and 
immigration [and] allow companies to continue to be paternalistic?” 
 
The debate is by no means settled. As the protectionist rhetoric has grown more strident, it 
has triggered equally vigorous opposition from reform-minded academics, politicians and even 
some business leaders who warn that Japan is sending the wrong message to the outside 
world. 
 
Yoshimi Watanabe, financial services minister, has vehemently opposed moves to restrict 
foreign investment in airports, which he has criticised as isolationist. Takatoshi Ito, professor 
at Tokyo University and a member of the prime minister’s Council on Economic and Fiscal 
Policy, is another critic who points out that the plan goes against the government’s efforts to 
open up Japan’s capital markets. Due to such vocal opposition, a decision on the plan has been 
postponed. 
 
Nevertheless, Japan appears at the moment to be leaning more heavily towards opting for the 
stability of its old system over the growth offered by opening up to greater foreign investment 
and accepting the disciplines of shareholder capitalism. 
 
The danger, says a former US government official with 25 years of experience working in 
Japan, is that such insularity “threatens to stifle the competitive forces that an ageing Japan 
needs to grow. Many Japanese seem to yearn for the days when they could retreat to the 
comfort of their greenhouse and shut out the outside world,” he says. “But a greenhouse 
needs sunlight and air – even if this means the cold winds of international competition.” 
 
HIGH STANDARDS AND SINGULAR SNOW 
 
Japan has often used strange arguments for keeping its markets closed to foreign goods. 
 
One of the most bizarre reasons for opposing the liberalisation of US beef imports in the late 
1980s was provided by Tsutomu Hata, the then agriculture minister, who famously argued that 



Japanese intestines were longer than those of Americans and had trouble digesting foreign 
beef.  
 
A similarly curious explanation was given for restrictions on imports of European skis: that 
Japanese snow was different. 
 
But over the years, and under substantial pressure from its trade partners, Japan has opened 
up its markets to many and varied goods and services from overseas. 
 
For example, although it has kept its rice market strictly closed, Japan imports about 60 per 
cent of its food intake by calories. Everything from oranges to semiconductor chips, which 
were once difficult to find in Japan or prohibitively expensive due to import restrictions, have 
now become staples in supermarkets and factory warehouses. 
 
This year, contaminated dumplings imported from China, which led to several people falling ill, 
have fanned friction between Japan and its largest trading partner. While the incident has 
resulted in many Japanese consumers shunning Chinese products, Japan’s dependence on 
China for food, particularly processed food, makes a trade war with its neighbour 
inconceivable.  
 
Yet in many areas, Japan remains a difficult market for foreign imports to crack, not because 
of clear trade restrictions but because the country uses different standards from the rest of the 
world, points out the European Business Council. For example, Japan’s standards for clinical 
trials differ markedly from those used elsewhere, slowing down the import of new drugs, as do 
standards for telecommunications equipment. 
 
Strict plant quarantine rules, lack of cargo handling capacity at Narita International Airport and 
high fumigation costs due to a lack of competition have kept imports of cut flowers to a mere 
10 per cent of the market, compared with 85 per cent in most industrialised counties. 
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